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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company produces custom-made bicycles that offer many
different configurations.
Your standard bicycle, B-0001, is made with many common
components such as a frame and wheels.
Customers can choose between two frames: F-0001 or F-0009.
Wheel W-0001 is only compatible with frame F-0001.
You create the following configuration groups: Frames, Wheels
You need to ensure that users can only select valid
combinations of frames and wheels.
In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move
all actions from the list of actions to the answer area and
arrange them in the correct order.

Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You administer a Microsoft SQL Server environment. The
environment contains a SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS)
instance.
You need to ensure that users can create subscriptions.
What should you configure?
A. cache refresh options
B. site security for service account
C. SSRS Execution Account
D. folder level security
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your clients product is setup on an annual renewal. The
marketing team is having issues to send emails out to
their prospects when its time to renew on the annual product.
On top of it sales is complaining they have no
insights when an annual renewal email was sent.
Your client uses a custom field of "Contract" with a value of
"Renewed" for prospects who have already
renewed their product subscription or its "blank" if they have
yet to renew.
Your client wants to automate this process with an engagement
studio that can do the following:
* Adds/Removes prospects to the engagement studio based on
renewal status
* Sends a series of emails to renew their subscription
* Gives sales continuous insights to prospect engagement
Based on the above criteria what would you recommend to your
client?
A. Build automation Rule add criteria as Contact as blank add
action as notify assigned user
B. Build dynamic list add criteria as Contact as blank add
action as notify assigned user
C. Build dynamic list add criteria as Contact as Renewed add
action as notify assigned user
D. Build automation Rule add criteria as Contact as Renewed add
action as notify assigned user
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4

You need to correct the corporate website error.
Which four actions should you recommend be performed in
sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list
of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Scenario: Corporate website
While testing the site, the following error message displays:
CryptographicException: The system cannot find the file
specified.
Step 1: Generate a certificate
Step 2: Upload the certificate to Azure Key Vault
Scenario: All SSL certificates and credentials must be stored
in Azure Key Vault.
Step 3: Import the certificate to Azure App Service
Step 4: Update line SCO5 of Security.cs to include error
handling and then redeploy the code Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/configure-ss
l-certificate
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